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STRIKEFIRE®
red dot scopes

When the situation demands fast shooting, a big scope with a narrow field of view just won’t cut it. Enter the StrikeFire®

red dot and shoot with both eyes open. With unlimited field of view and eye relief, nothing gets you on target faster

than this tough, compact little red dot scope. Shockproof and waterproof, the StrikeFire will allow you to choose

between red only, or red and green illumination, and also adjust dot intensity to perfectly match any lighting condition.
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MAGNIFICATION RETICLE WEIGHT LENGTH EYE RELIEF TUBE SIZE

1x Red / Green Dot 7.2 oz 6.1" Unlimited 30 mm

* 1x Bright Red Dot 7.2 oz 6.1" Unlimited 30 mm
* New Model for 2010

Fully multi-coated optics.

Waterproof, fogproof and 
shockproof.

Rugged one-piece 30mm
aluminum alloy chassis.

High recoil caliber rating
tested with .375 H&H
Magnum for 1000 rounds.

4 MOA dot.

Choose bright red only dot
(new) or model that switches
between red and green dots.

Parallax free past 50 yards.

Unlimited eye relief for
quick target acquisition.

Compatible with night vision
optics.

Optical 2x doubler included.

Flip-up lens caps.

CR2 battery included.

Limited lifetime warranty.

key features

The StrikeFire is 100% waterproof with dry

nitrogen purging to assure reliable, fogproof 

performance in any weather condition.

waterproof/
fogproof

battery life

The StrikeFire’s sophisticated 

circuitry shuts the unit down after

six hours. Average CR2 battery 

life is 200 to 2100 hours depending

on the dot intensity setting.

rugged
construction

The StrikeFire is built with a single

30mm aluminum alloy tube for maximum

strength and construction integrity.

Available with 
standard or extra-high
mount for AR15s.

*Patent pending

BRIGHTNESS SETTING RED & GREEN DOT MODELS RED DOT MODEL

Max. Brightness (Normal Mode) 120hrs - using Red 530hrs - using Green 200hrs
Min. Brightness (Normal Mode) 4300hrs - using Red 3700hrs - using Green 5600hrs
Max. Brightness (NV Mode) 6200hrs - using Red 4700hrs - using Green 6800hrs
Min. Brightness (NV Mode) 6700hrs - using Red 7300hrs - using Green 8000hrs
Average Time 1600hrs - using Red 1800hrs - using Green 2100hrs

Dual Use: Shooting Tactical / Hunting




